
Information update
August 2016

Chandler Highway Upgrade
Public open spaces consultation report

During May to June,  
the community 
provided input and 
feedback to create 
two new welcoming 
spaces as part of the 
$110 million Chandler 
Highway Upgrade. 

A number of suggestions were provided 
that included sport facilities, resting 
spots for cyclists, cafes, playgrounds and 
preserving the bushland and protecting 
the river. 

Please read on for information on  
the feedback received. 

How we engaged with you
The local and wider community were 
invited to share their ideas on VicRoads’ 
online forum. 

vicroads.vic.gov.au
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Over 1000 submission forms were sent  
to homes in Alphington, Kew, Fairfield and 
Northcote. Over 300 emails were sent to 
those who expressed interest in receiving 
updates on the Chandler Highway Upgrade. 

A social media campaign attracted  
nearly 1000 visits to the online forum 
while also generating plenty of discussions  
on Facebook. 

In total, over 130 separate ideas and 
suggestions were shared for the public 
open spaces, from both online and 
hard copy submissions. Feedback was 
received from nearby suburbs including 
Alphington, Kew, Northcote and Fairfield. 



Summary of results
The following table provides a high level 
overview of the themes and number of 
times those themes were raised during  
the consultation process. 

While we received a range of feedback 
and comments, only suggestions that are 
directly related to public open spaces have 
been included in the following pages. 

On the existing bridge Underneath the existing and future bridge

Theme Ideas / suggestions Theme Ideas / suggestions

High line  8 Leave as is / nature  20

Cyclist / pedestrian facilities  6 Sport facilities / youth spaces  18

Design ideas  4 Cycling / pedestrian facilities  15

Other  3 Local heritage and environment  9

Safety / lighting  3 Local art / workshop areas  8

Local art  2 Cafe / market  7

Planning  2 Playground / play areas  6

Access  2
Community park /  
picnic areas

 6

Leave as is / traffic  2 Entertainment  5

Local heritage  
and environment

 1 Safety / lighting  5

Viewing platform  1 Dog park  3

Boating and river  3

Access  2

Community facilities  
(toilet / showers) 

 2

Planting  2

Planning  1

Seating  1



What you said 

On the existing Chandler  
Highway bridge

Below are the three most common 
themes for a public open space on  
the existing bridge.

High line

A New York style high line on the existing 
Chandler Highway bridge was the most 
popular suggestion, with many people 
commenting on having sitting areas 
to enjoy the views of the surrounding 
environment and the Yarra River. 

Cyclist and pedestrian facilities

There were requests for a separated 
shared user path for cyclists and 
pedestrians and good connections to 
surrounding shared paths in the area. 
There were also comments to provide  
a direct cycling link from the open space 
on the bridge to the area below. 

Local art and design

There was interest on the design of 
the existing and future bridge, and a 
number of examples of bridge designs 
from around the world were provided. 
Abstract installations and textured walls 
were mentioned, while a few people also 
complimented the existing public art  
on the bridge.

Underneath the existing and  
future Chandler Highway bridge

Below are the three most common 
themes for a public open space 
underneath the bridge.

Preserve area and  
natural surroundings

A number of comments asked for the 
space underneath the bridge to be left 
as is because of the natural beauty of the 
grass, shrubs and river and to keep the 
space as a relaxing and quiet place to 
walk through.    

Sport facilities and youth spaces

Common requests include a rock 
climbing wall, a skate park and a place  
for cyclists to practice skills. 

Other suggestions include destination 
playgrounds, picnic areas and outdoor 
exercise equipment. 

Cyclist and pedestrian facilities

A popular suggestion was to create 
resting spots for cyclists and pedestrians 
and linking the open space with 
surrounding trails and pathways. 

Next steps
A team of urban designers and engineers 
have reviewed the feedback while 
considering maintenance and how  
well the open space will operate and fit  
into the surrounding environment. 

Further information on design options, 
based on community feedback, can be 
found at engage.vicroads.vic.gov.au 

Contact us
If you have any questions or would  
like to be kept updated on the project,  
we encourage you to contact us via  
the below details: 

Call

VicRoads on 13 11 70

Write

Chandler Highway Project Team 
Ground Floor, 1 McNab Avenue 
Footscray VIC 3011

Email

ChandlerHighwayUpgrade@roads.vic.gov.au

Web

vicroads.vic.gov.au



Comments / ideas / feedback
Below is an appendix of ideas and 
suggestions for Chandler Highway’s 
public open spaces; this includes online 
forum posts, social media and hard copy 
submissions. Note that some comments 
containing multiple suggestions have 
been divided and organised into 
corresponding themes. 

On the existing bridge

Access

‘I love all public spaces and all disabled 
access ideas should be implemented.’

‘No one living on the western side of the 
new bridge will in fact be able to access 
this new open space. While beneficial 
for the new residents of the AMCOR 
development, residents to the west will 
be losing their stair access to the river, 
as well as connections across the river 
via the pedestrian bridge. This significant 
lost amenity for residents to the west is 
not being replaced by VicRoads and this 
should be addressed urgently.’

Cyclist and pedestrian  
connections and facilities

‘I suggest the length of the bridge be 
divided into two sections. On the west 
side, provide a two way bike path with 
sound barriers on the western edge if 
practical. On the east side, a pedestrian 
walkway overlooking the Yarra River  
and adjacent parkland.’

‘Cyclist parking bay so riders  
can catch bus to city.’

‘My main concern is to see good 
connections between shared paths in the 
area. I’d like the historic bridge to be kept 
really simple. The Morel bridge over the 
Yarra further downstream towards the city 
works really well. It looks like a road with 
footpaths either side. The cyclists use the 
road and the pedestrians quite naturally 
gravitate towards the footpaths. Both road 
and footpath surfaces are of plain bitumen. 
What needs to be avoided at all costs are 
fancy arrangements like those found on 
both the Seafarers Bridge, with its metal 
footpaths, and the Webb bridge with its 
ridiculous one way wheelchair lane and 
unnecessary steps. Just keep it simple.’

‘Please consider not only sufficiently 
separating cyclists and pedestrians on the 
old Chandler Highway bridge but also on 
the proposed ramp connecting the old 
Chandler Highway bridge to the Yarra Trail.’  

‘I think this is a wonderful opportunity 
for not just the local community but for 
all of those who use the yarra trail and 
environs. To start with i would remove 
the outrigger pedestrian path attached to 
the west side of the bridge. I think some 
careful consideration should be given to 
providing a more fluid link between the 
bridge deck and the spaces beneath so 
that moving between the two spaces is 
encouraged. Don’t just shove the vertical 
circulation at the ends of the bridge.’

‘Please ensure that the bicycle lanes 
built on either side extend all the way 
North to connect with Heidelberg Road. 
This is essential, and cyclists should 
not be forced to endanger the lives of 
pedestrians with a so called lazy ‘shared 
path’. We need a segregated, distinct 
bicycle lane in both directions.’ 

Design ideas

‘I think changing the existing bridge to a 
place for people to stop and ponder and 
enjoy the beautiful views of river and parks 
around is a good way to use it in future.’ 

‘Please have a look at the Tabiat Bridge 
in Tehran which won prizes for its 
architectural design. I understand that  
this is an existing bridge but with some 
clever design it may be transformed to  
a combination of old and new.’ 

‘Keep the new bridge design as open  
and transparent as possible and 
sympathetic to the natural environment  
it will be placed in.’ 

‘Materials used within the design can be 
drawn from and inspired by the historical 
importance of the bridge - Brick, steel, 
corten, concrete etc.’ 

‘Bridges are wonderful places as they 
typically afford you views and vistas that 
are otherwise unattainable. A diversity of 
space should be provided both active 
and contemplative. The design wouldn’t 
have to be absolutely prescriptive but 
could be a series of abstract instillations 
that uses could be interpreted rather 
than prescribed for example a beautifully 
textured wall could have the ability to be 
climbable without having to install a bunch 
of coloured plastic climbing holds, a  grassy 
mound can be interpreted as both a joyful 
tumbling device for kids but a place to sit 
and lie in the sun by adults, steps can be 
used for both circulation and sitting.’  

High line

‘What about looking at the New York high 
line for some concepts, including sitting 
areas, greenery on the actual bridge.’

‘Some ideas for on the bridge 
- HiLine feel.’

‘The Heritage Bridge offers the 
opportunity to be Melbourne’s mini 
“Highline”. This is a significant and unique 
public space opportunity and should 
not be considered just “another park”. 
The highline park should have separated 
bicycle lanes for commuters, but also 
offer passive recreation opportunities, 
and make the most of views.’ 

‘Fantastic lookout - Norway: http://www.
landezine.com/index.php/2010/10/
trollstigplataet/ 

High Line Vantage points - NY: http://
www.landezine.com/index.php/2014/01/
high-line-section-2-by-james-corner-field-
operations/high_line-section_2-james_
corner_field_operations-piet_oudolf-08/ 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/7/74/Highline_
NYC_3705376658_529a375621.jpg.’



‘The shared space above can include 
viewing platforms looking down into 
the space and over the wider natural 
landscape context, much like the NY high 
line does with its viewing amphitheatres 
framing views over the city.’ 

‘Love the highline idea.’

‘Style is along the lines of the high line 
in New York, it’s a lot shorter but might 
work as a public space.’

‘I vote the high line idea as in New York 
would be fantastic.’

Leave as is / traffic

‘Given the strength of opposition to the 
current Chandler Highway plan from the 
local community, I find the tone of this 
consultation somewhat disingenuous. 
You would like our input on creating “two 
new, welcoming open spaces where 
anyone can visit and feel part of a warm 
and vibrant community”. However, it is 
not new open spaces that we need (we 
have no lack of open spaces to enjoy!). 
Instead, what we really need is some 
prospect of better managing the traffic 
which bisects our community and which 
is set to increase with the multi-lane 
bridge.  

Already, my children cannot cross 
Heidelberg Road safely to get to school 
(cars drive too fast and run the red lights 
at the pedestrian crossing) and they 
cannot cross Grange Road/Chandler 
Highway safely (at the intersection of 
H’berg Road) for the same reasons. 
As such, we already struggle to retain 
a sense of “warm and vibrant local 
community” with friends in our suburb 
who live the other side  
of these major roads. 

To my mind, my family is highly unlikely 
to seek out our local community in a 
green space next to a four lane highway. 
There are so many other more appealing 
options available. What we would like 
to do is to enjoy contact with our local 
community in the existing parks and 
parkland - however, the current roads  
and future plans for the Chandler appear 
to mitigate against this.  

For the sake of the children in our 
community, what we need is traffic 
management plans to reduce speeds, 
signage alerting motorists to the fact 
that they are in a residential area and, to 
my mind, slower speed limits (50kmh) 
on Heidelberg Road and Grange Rd/
Chandler Highway. This will do more to 
facilitate a sense of community than a 
new park on an old bridge next to a  
four lane highway!’

‘The proximity to 6 new lanes of traffic, and 
especially heavy vehicles counteracts the 
utility of new open space. WARI questions 
why would anyone in the community want 
to sit in a park or have their children play 
next to 6 lanes of traffic.’ 

Local art / workshop areas

‘I love the public art on the current bridge.’

‘ART.’

Local heritage and environment

‘Both above and below: Please make 
everything blend in with the natural 
environment as much as possible, e.g. 
concrete surfaces can have rough textures 
to make them look like rock, or gum leaf 
designs -- low key and artistic, in earthy 
colours. A larger example is the entrances 
to the Mullum Mullum and Melba tunnels, 
which look artistic and natural.’

Other

‘As part of the delivery process I would 
recommend closing the bridge over 
several weekends as a walking / bicycle 
event or ‘cyclovia’ event as a trial to help 
build community awareness and support 
for the new bridge park. Many precedents 
exist of this around the world.’ 

‘I also think that some left field ideas 
should be investigated such as what 
would happen if a portion of the bridge 
was occupied by a modest public facility 
such as a library with strong connections 
to the river and the park, the Queensland 
State library is a wonderful example of 
how a library can connect to a river and 
be more than a repository for books. 
What better place to read a book, study, 
research, attend a children’s nursery group 
whilst the waters of the yarra swirl below.’

‘Create a mystery destination with the 
heritage bridge. Design an innovative set 
of lids on the upper deck to protect and 
shelter.  Encourage plug in place makers 
- café pod - contemplation pods - studio 
pods - learning pods - innovation spaces - 
loos with a view - quality net connectivity 
(free).  Define travel ways - fast bike - 
personal use vehicles - slow people and 
in between.  24 hour activation. Plan 
for accessibility. Setup with a dynamic 
management model. Give it a great 
name. Plan for success.’

Planning

‘The state government has compared 
the potential of the Chandler Bridge with 
the New York High Line. The outstanding 
result of the High Line came after years of 
community action followed by an open 
ideas competition. The public open space 
opportunity of the Chandler Bridge also 
deserves a competitive process that aims  
to connect community values with design.’

‘Plan for success is a priority.’

Safety / lighting

‘The bridge to have lighting all night.’

‘They should be well lit and have a safe 
feeling about them.’

‘With lighting added to space to ensure  
it is safe after dark it will add a high level 
of activation during all parts of the day.’  

Viewing platform

‘An elevated promenade like this one 
in Paris. such a extraordinary viewpoint 
http://europeantrips.org/promenade-
plantee-the-first-elevated-park-in-the-
world.html.’



Underneath the future  
and existing bridge

Access

‘I love all public spaces and all disabled 
access ideas should be implemented.’

‘Wheelchair accessible.’

Boating and river

‘A public boatramp for canoes, kayaks, etc.’

‘Kayak launching facilities need more of 
them in Melbourne to encourage people 
to use the upper stretches of the river.’

‘Perhaps a place where you can 
temporarily moor a small row boats  
and a hire shop.’

Cafe / market

‘Open space should be multi-functional 
e.g. Picnic area / cafe, workshops  
and café.’

‘Additionally, the provision of a space 
for a cafe would make it a real hub for 
young families. Cubby House Canteen in 
Armadale and the attached play area has 
a fantastic set up but also lacks shade.‘

‘Social enterprise cafe during the day 
(outdoor music venue during night).’

‘Cafes and bike stop rest areas.’

‘It would be lovely to have a riverside bikers 
cafe. A place that all the Boulevard and 
river bikers could stop at for refreshments 
and to watch the rowers who row up from 
Fairfield boathouse. Safe tracks for both 
bikes and pedestrians from the road to a 
cafe would be really important.’

‘Community sheds, food truck/stall are 
with parking.’

‘Café.’

Community facilities

‘Facilities for homeless people (showers 
and toilets).’

‘Lastly perhaps a public toilet!  as part of 
the below suggested “stopping” spots.’

Community park and picnic areas

‘I suggest it be developed into semi-
formal open parkland, continuing the 
Willsmere / Chandler Park feel and 
blending into the informal Yarra Bend 
Park style. I suggest some prickly shrubs 
around the bases of bridge supports.  
This can provide habitat for ground-
nesting birds and may discourage 
‘tagging’ etc. The assistance of a park 
friends group would be ideal.’ 

‘Park like Hay’s paddock, water tap  
and BBQ area.’

‘Picnic tables and chairs.’

‘BBQ area/mini golf.’

‘Community park.’

‘BBQ areas and shelters, a city camping 
area etc.’

Cyclist / pedestrian  
connections and facilities

‘Can we connect a walking / bike path 
along the north bank of the Yarra to  
the bridge please?  

This is an existing path from the bottom 
of Alphington St which goes east along 
the Yarra - it would be great if cyclists 
could avoid the Heidelberg / Grange 
Road intersection by using this access 
(especially riding with children!)’

‘Have walking paths along the Northern 
bank of the river.’

‘Walking path will separate cyclist area.’

‘I’d like to see the bike track link up to 
Yarra Blvd.’ 

‘I think it would be great to incorporate  
a steam locomotive as a kids playgound  
to hark back to the bridge’s original use.’ 

‘The area is a key one for cyclists. It 
would be great to see the some of a 
“pump” track there along with some 
jumps and other skills areas.’

‘Linking with the bike paths and creating  
a place to stop.’  

‘Also a great place for cyclists to enjoy  
by the river too.’

‘The area also gets a lot of use from cyclists 
so ensuring this area caters for them is 
important too. This means a fenced off play 
area and looking at extending the mountain 
biking paths beside Hyde Park/Wilsmere 
Road underpass.’

‘On the south side of the Yarra, you could 
have a resting area for walkers and bikers 
with a cozy little coffee shop and some 
play equipment.’ 

‘The “under” space should link with the 
existing informal pathways along the 
north side of the Yarra, not be an isolated 
“park”. The redevelopment of the AMCOR 
site opens a multitude of opportunities 
for links both pedestrian and bikes across 
and under the bridge.’

‘It’s very important that the Yarra Trail along 
the southern side has a good connection 
under the bridge that is also bicycle friendly, 
on both sides. Currently there are stairs  
to access the Boulevard from the trail on 
the western side of the bridge which is  
an unacceptable bicycle connection.’ 

‘I’d like to see a better connection of the 
bike trails under the bridge that head 
west through Fairfield park and the pipe 
bridge. Currently the very steep stairs are 
a deterrent to many bike riders. The path 
could instead be aligned to follow the 
river from Chandler further west before 
joining the current path near the pipe 
bridge. This path already exists but would 
need to be made wider and safer for 
cyclists. This would also improve access 
to a beautiful part of the river which is 
currently underutilized.’ 

‘What about a pump track specifically 
designed for little kids to use on runbikes/
balance bikes?’



‘Maybe some thick bush land and  
dirt trails that we can use for walking  
and mountain biking on.’

‘A new resting place along the river walk/
bike paths that ties in with the natural 
Bush setting of the river.’

Dog park / facilities

‘Fenced in dog park. Inc, water, bins  
and poo bags.’

‘Open dog-friendly spaces.’

‘Places to safely tie your dog and park 
your bikes.’

Entertainment

‘Venue for parties which work with 
surroundings e.g. Melbourne Zoo’

‘It would be good to reconnect people 
with the yarra, offering steps down of an 
amphitheatre style development, making 
the park a destination, linked to the Fairfield 
Park area, and not just another pathway.’

‘Lucinda Hartleys idea of a cascade or 
amphitheatre of steps descending into 
the water is nice, another consideration 
should be integrating this with space for 
kids to safely develop a connection with 
the water and river and play.’

‘Turn the bridge into a unique outdoor 
music venue with a view (think a modern 
take on Taormina’s roman amphitheatre).’

‘Put a stage there. Not enough stages  
in Melbourne’

Other

‘This stretch of the Yarra is great 
for canoeing and kayaking, and the 
Alphington Canoe Club and Fairfield 
Boathouse are just a short way downriver.   

Those bridge columns look as though 
they will rise sheer from the river bank - 
will the footings affect the draft or flow 
of the river below the bridge?  Will there 
be safe access to the banks?  Will the 
river below the bridge feel like a grim, 
dark industrial overpass?  There’s an 
opportunity to make this stretch of the 
Yarra an even greater destination for river 
users, and a risk of making it a blight. 
It would be ideal if you could consider 
at your detailed design stage how your 
bridge design will affect views, safety and 
navigability of the river for those on it, as 
well as the amenity of those beside it.’

Planting

‘Maintain/replant surrounding plants  
and flora.’

‘Edible native Australian gardens.’

Leave as is / nature

‘I agree with these sentiments.  
Assuming the division of the community 
and destruction of more of the natural 
environment goes ahead.... Can the 
“space” be just that? Natural space with 
trees, grass, dirt, etc. Next VicRoads will 
be proposing a cafe or something to 
“bring the community together”.’ 

‘I disagree. I prefer this part of the Yarra 
as it is - natural. The bridge expansion 
+ Amcor development will add enough 
concrete and hard, soulless surfaces.’ 

‘Do walkers and bikers really need 
another coffee shop at the expense of 
natural environment? I come to this 
location for the relative peace. To escape 
cars, rubbish, concrete, glass, etc.’  

‘Leave the river alone.’

‘Looks pretty good as is.’

‘Leave the trees that are already there.’

‘Redevelop natural bushland areas to 
support local plant and animal life and 
provide interesting exploring spaces  
and adventure playground-but done 
natural style.’

‘Why do we always have to develop 
everything? Leave as is for locals.’

‘Plant it with our natives.’

‘Just beautiful natural space.’

‘Natural open space is something that 
is disappearing at an alarming rate. No 
structures here please, just leave it be!’

‘Restore the habitat, and perhaps ask the 
traditional custodians? Create a wetland 
to deal with stormwater run off from  
the road above.’

‘We have beautiful vegetation already. 
Remove weeds and let nature look  
after the rest.’

‘Just leave the grass to be green  
and the space to be empty.’

‘keep the parkland below the bridge and 
don’t develope any of the green band.’

‘No more trendy cafes thankyou- the rich 
have enough areas to lounge around 
– let’s consider those who like a bit of 
‘nothing’ and just want a break from 
cashed up investors’

‘Keep it as it is.’

‘The underneath section is fine how it is.’ 

‘Quite a nice peacful place to walk under 
the existing bridge now. With access to 
Coate Park and to the billabongs and 
lovely open space to the east. Don’t ruin 
it with skate parks and cafes.’

‘The land under the bridge should not be 
developed or commercialised in any way. 
This area has very important ecology 
function and should be protected for its 
biodiversity value. That said, the area and 
Yarra River would benefit from excellence 
in storm water drainage and WSUD 
(Water Sensitive Urban Design) treatments 
such as rain gardens. There is already very 
substantial run off from the existing road 
during rain events and this water should 
be filtered before entering the Yarra River. 
The surrounding land is in desperate 
need of re-vegetation and will especially 
after the project you are proposing and 
construction activities.’



Local art / workshop areas

‘Community workshop.’

‘Not another art gallery type area.’

‘I think sports facilities and markets  
and community garden or workshop  
and a running track are great ideas.’

‘Open space should be multi-functional  
e.g. Picnic area / cafe, workshops and café.’

‘I think it would be a great opportunity to 
include some artists’ studio spaces in a 
river side setting, easily accessed from the 
f’way & decentralised from the CBD/inner 
suburbs. Would be a great opportunity for 
VicRoads to support artists & they could 
offer a residency program. There could 
be open studios, regular exhibitions and 
community workshops included as well.’

‘Sculpture that pays tribute to  
Aboriginal heritage.’

‘ART.’

‘Graffiti artists paint the ugly columns.’ 

Local heritage and environment

‘Both above and below: Please make 
everything blend in with the natural 
environment as much as possible, e.g. 
concrete surfaces can have rough textures 
to make them look like rock, or gum leaf 
designs -- low key and artistic, in earthy 
colours. A larger example is the entrances 
to the Mullum Mullum and Melba tunnels, 
which look artistic and natural.’

‘The Wurundjeri are the custodians of the 
land and water you are talking about so if 
you haven’t already you should consult to 
hear their thoughts and ideas -&gt; http://
wurundjeri.com.au/ There is a wonderful 
Spiritual Healing Trail in Darebin park lands, 
a similar idea could work in this space.’ 

‘There could also be a display about the 
heritage of the bridge and John Monash 
plus some specific educational material on 
engineering and bridge construction, then 
and now type stuff, with a comparison of 
the two bridges.’

‘How about a people free zone and we 
replant the native flora making it a nature 
reserve. This will in turn encourage 
native fauna to the site and create 
cleaner waterways.’

‘Sculptures with river/steam train/
aboriginal/ native flora and fauna  
references.’

‘There could also be a display about the 
heritage of the bridge and John Monash 
plus some specific educational material 
on engineering and bridge construction, 
then and now stuff, with a comparison  
of the two bridges.’

‘I love at Glen Iris wetlands tracks  
where my kids press the button to  
learn (via voice recording) about birds  
and frogs, etc in the area.’

‘Community garden with open space  
for use of public.’

‘Open parkland.’

Planning

‘Plan for success is a priority.’

‘Playground / play areas.’

‘Under the bridge a nature park with 
play areas for kids to climb and have an 
adventure, maybe something similar to 
BHP nature park in Kings Park, Perth WA.’ 

‘We are extremely lucky to have a 
number of great playgrounds in the area 
however we lack any that are properly 
shaded which means many kids end up 
inside rather than outside playing for 
many months of the year. 

Beckett Park 
Hays Paddock 
Ruffy lake park Doncaster  
Royal Park Nature Playground  

Are all fabulous playgrounds but lack 
shade (zero to limited).’

‘How about a bike stop/destination 
playground for people riding with kids? 
Most bike stops are all about cafe 
concessions and lattes. This may be a 
component but combining this with a 
playground like the one in Middle Park 
would be wonderful. It is hard to get kids 
riding without something that they would 
like to ride to other than ice cream.  

Perhaps a useful temporary measure to 
ease congestion would be to move the 
pedestrian crossing on Chandler Hwy to 
the end of the Boulevard and upgrade the 
intersection with loops to detect vehicles 
turning right into the Boulevard or 
coming from Guide Dogs. Also add bike 
buttons to make the stairs redundant.’

‘How about a bike stop/destination 
playground for people riding with kids? 
Most bike stops are all about cafe 
concessions and lattes. This may be a 
component but combining this with a 
playground like the one in Middle Park 
would be wonderful.’

‘I think it would be great to incorporate  
a steam locomotive as a kids playground 
to hark back to the bridges original use.’

‘Picnic area and playground under  
the old one.’

Safety / lighting

‘All night lighting may help keep this 
a people-friendly space and reduce 
incidents of vandalism.’ 

‘They should be well lit and have a safe 
feeling about them.’

‘Needs to be well lit and protected  
from hooligans.’

‘With lighting added to space to ensure  
it is safe after dark it will add a high level 
of activation during all parts of the day.’  

‘Well lit at night under the bridge.’ 

Seating

‘Some ideas for under the bridge  
- seating 
- pontoon for fishing/sitting.’



Sport facilities / youth spaces

‘Sports and entertainment area.’

‘BBQ / recreational picnic area with 
creative useful sports facilities.’

‘I think sports facilities and markets  
and community garden or workshop  
and a running track are great ideas.’

‘The Rock climbing walls on the Yarra 
pontoons are a great place when 
cycling that path with kids. ..but it’s  
still a bit industrial.’

‘On the north side, it would be awesome 
to have a skate/scooter park and a rock 
climbing wall, since the nearest ones are 
way too far for teens to get to themselves.’

‘I think a youth space/plaza would work 
perfectly under the bridge.  Like others 
have said before this youth space would 
include provision for skate/scooter/
BMX riders, park equipment, climbing 
walls, informal play equipment for the 
youngsters and refuge/hangout spaces 
for parents/guardians and spectators. The 
existing path network can be reconfigured 
to work with these spaces resulting in 
pedestrians mixing the passive and active 
recreation together.  A good example of 
this is the St Kilda Skate Park.  Although 
its not under  a bridge it shows how the 
two different recreation activities can be 
intertwined in a safe and effective way.’   

‘Skate park under a bridge - Barcelona: 
http://www.landezine.com/index.
php/2015/06/barcelona-skate-parks-aurea-
cuadrado-garden-by-scob-architecture-
landscape/        

Fremantle Youth Space - WA:  
http://sba.org.au/wp-content/
uploads/2014/04/110-freoverview-large.jpg 

Informal Play - Sydney:  
http://www.landezine.com/index.
php/2013/09/lizard-log-parklands-by-
mcgregor-coxall/.’

‘I believe a public calisthenics exercise 
space underneath the bridge could work 
quite well, it would promote physical 
activity, act as a place for joggers, 
walkers, cyclists etc to sit and hydrate or 
even have a stretch. These public spaces 
are very common throughout other parts 
of the world and not to mention can 
be designed in a really creative way to 
complement the physical setting.’

‘I think it would be great to use some of 
the green and turn it into a mountain bike 
skills/jumps park in association with parks 
Victoria! The trails around that area aren’t 
ideal bought a legal and maintained mtb 
specific jumps/pump track would really 
suit a lot of the cyclist community. There 
is a lot of potential there and just needs to 
be looked at with parks and cyclist clubs. 
They have just done something similar in 
Geelong with parks Victoria and I think it’s 
great to see this stuff in the community!’

‘A synthetic basketball court to  
encourage physical activity.’ 

‘I would like the provision of space for 
teens if public transport was close by. 
(Obviously VicRoads is about roads and 
not transport.) I doubt that sufficient 
numbers of teens could get to this site. 
City skate park is crowded because of 
great location. Edinburgh Gardens similar. 
Quarries Park - not so much.’ 

‘Another community bouldering wall like 
the one that is at Burnley! We need more 
of these facilities all around Melbourne. 
The structures of the bridge is sound 
enough to mount the wall on & the road 
above provides all weather protection. 
It’s a great way to utilise existing 
infrastructure & encourages community 
involvement. Doesn’t take up much 
space & can work alongside many other 
ideas that might be implemented.’

‘Love the boudlering wall idea too!’

‘Bouldering wall like Burnley.’

‘Skate park.’

‘A pump track please!’

‘Swimming pool.’

‘Outdoor workout gym.’

‘3/4 soccer field for small sided football.’




